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In the flavortext, we start by noticing the line “could its vowels draw out the charter’s secret”. The 

vowels refer to the second audio recording, which consists of vowels; the charter refers to the puzzle’s 

title, “India Pale Ale Charter,” which in turn refers to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

chart. Since we’re dealing with vowels, we want the IPA vowel chart: 

 

 

 

Each glyph here represents a vowel sound, and its position in the chart is determined by the tongue 

position needed to produce that vowel in the mouth. Notice that the vowels in the audio file are 

clearly separated into groups with long pauses in between. Since the vowels ought to “draw out” the 

chart-er’s secret, we need to plot the vowels from the audio file on this chart and connect the dots. 

Doing this reveals that each sequence of vowels spells out a letter, giving us the letters PRVSSNG. 



Now, we turn our attention to the cryptic block of text and to the consonant audio file. Notice that 

consonants come in pairs, again with pauses in between. If you translate the sounds into IPA, you’ll 

notice that the first consonant in each pair can always be found in the text. These are the consonants 

you should get:  

θ B S 

ð M W 

t F I 

d K T 

ŋ L C 

ɹ D H 

ɲ ð C 

q R O 

ɢ S N 

ʀ T S 

ʃ V O 

ʒ W N 

f θ A 

v ŋ N 

p Z T 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_velar_nasal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_alveolar_approximant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_dental_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_uvular_stop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_uvular_trill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_palato-alveolar_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_palato-alveolar_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_fricative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiced_velar_nasal


b ʃ S 

ɭ N   

h j   

j H (new)   

  

From this, you can infer that the consonant pairs are a cipher of sorts, where you replace the first in 

each pair with the second to decode the block of text. Doing so will give you text that looks like 

English words with vowels spelled out phonetically. Replace them with actual English words to get: 

Far away, behind the trees, I see the fifth season 

I’ve never felt this fluttering feeling before 

Your name makes my heart race 

Googling this paragraph tells you that it’s a section of the lyrics to Fifth Season by Oh My Girl. Now, 

we return our attention to the string of letters we got from the vowels: PRVSSNG. Since we just got a 

song, we can infer that SNG means “song,” and the remaining letters PRVS mean “previous.” The 

previous Oh My Girl song before Fifth Season is called Remember Me. The last piece of information 

in the puzzle that we haven’t used is the words “without me,” which tell you that the final answer is 

just REMEMBER. 
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